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Daily Readings from It's
Your Time - Joel Osteen
2020-01-07
The #1 New York Times

bestselling author of Think
Better, Live Better and Fresh
Start shows you how to fortify
your faith, look for God’s favor,
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and give up control to Him so
you can live your best life ever
with these inspirational daily
readings from his classic
bestseller It’s Your Time. Turn
every day into an opportunity
for a better life with pastor and
bestselling author Joel Osteen’s
messages of hope and faith.
With thought-provoking
anecdotes, words of
encouragement, and inspiring
scripture, this 90-day
devotional gives you new and
exciting ways to incorporate
the teachings of It’s Your Time
into your life. Focusing on
encouraging themes including
belief, favor, restoration, and
trust these messages of
strength will help you rise
above any circumstances so
that you can fulfill God’s best
plan for you. God does not
want you to merely survive
challenging times, He wants
you to thrive. When you give
your life over to Him, God will
send opportunities your way so
you can soar to new heights of
fulfillment. Discover all this
and more in this remarkable
devotional. After all, it’s your
time.

Healing Scriptures - Kenneth
E. Hagin 1993-07
This book contains scriptures
about healing, a com-mentary
by Brother Hagin, and a realife
illustration about a woman who
diligently took God's medicine-His Word--and was raised from
her deathbed, miraculously
healed of an incurable disease.
I Declare - Joel Osteen
2012-09-18
Based on a regular, favorite
feature of Joel Osteen's
sermons, I DECLARE helps
readers claim God's blessings
for their lives. Broken into
thirty-one segments, this book
defines the most powerful
blessings in Scripture and
encourages readers to declare
one each day for a month. The
declarations will affirm God's
blessings in the area of health,
family legacy, decisions,
finances, thoughts, outlook,
and overcoming obstacles.
Restoration Year - John
Eldredge 2018-12-04
We all need to believe in
radical hope; that our lives can
be fuller, our relationships can
be stronger, and our futures
are bright. This 365-day
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devotional, by New York Times
bestselling author John
Eldredge, will guide you
through a year of healing,
restoration, and renewal. Each
day, Eldredge shares a timeless
Bible verse, a thoughtful
devotion, and a closing prayer
to encourage and uplift you as
you go about your day with
optimism and peace. Inspired
by Eldredge's bestsellers Wild
at Heart, Captivating, Fathered
by God, and more, Restoration
Year will equip you to pursue
lasting transformation in your
relationships, in your spirit,
and in your faith. As you read
your way through Restoration
Year, you'll find your hope
ignited as you learn how to:
Refuel and sustain your
friendships Deepen your
empathy and connection to
your community Reignite a
passion for your Creator
Renew your joy Understand the
future that God has planned for
you Let this year be your
restoration year!
Life Lines - Dave Meyer
2009-09-26
Filled with encouraging and
thought-provoking quotes and

meditations, Life Lines
combines practical advice and
passages from Scripture to
help readers grow in faith and
overcome life's obstacles.
Your Best Life Now - Joel
Osteen 2007-09-03
In this remarkable New York
Times bestseller, Joel Osteen
offers unique insights and
encouragement that will help
readers overcome every
obstacle in their lives.
A Meal with Jesus - Tim
Chester 2011-04-07
Meals have always been
important across societies and
cultures, a time for friends and
families to come together. An
important part of relationships,
meals are vital to our social
health. Author Tim Chester
sums it up: “Food connects.”
Chester argues that meals are
also deeply theological—an
important part of Christian
fellowship and mission. He
observes that the book of Luke
is full of stories of Jesus at
meals. These accounts lay out
biblical principles. Chester
notes, “The meals of Jesus
represent something bigger.”
Six chapters in A Meal with
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Jesus show how they enact
grace, community, hope,
mission, salvation, and
promise. Moving from biblical
times to the modern world,
Chester applies biblical truth to
challenge our contemporary
understandings of hospitality.
He urges sacrificial giving and
loving around the table,
helping readers consider how
meals can be about serving
others and sharing the grace of
Christ.
Healing Grace - Edward W.
Hellman, MD 2016-01-22
Do you or someone you know
need some Christian
encouragement? Perhaps you
have become discouraged from
chronic pain that never leaves,
depression that makes it hard
to even get up and get dressed,
or a recent cancer diagnosis or
you are recovering from
surgery. This book uses
scripture to encourage the
reader in a devotional format
and provides a biblical study of
God’s grace in healing our
bodies and living in complete
victory. God wants us to be
well and to live in victory,
overcoming any hardship that

comes in our way.
Every Day a Friday - Joel
Osteen 2011-09-13
Experience the joy of God's
message and begin each day
with a positive outlook with
these words of wisdom from
Lakewood Church pastor and
#1 New York Times bestselling
author Joel Osteen. Research
that shows people are happiest
on Fridays. Now, learn how you
can generate this level of
contentment and joy every day
of the week. As a man who
maintains a constant positive
outlook in spite of
circumstances, Osteen has
described this message as a
core theme of his ministry.
With personal experiences,
scriptural insights, and
principles for true happiness,
he'll show you how to find the
same opportunities for pure joy
that you experience at five
o'clock on Friday.
Bad Religion - Ross Douthat
2013-04-16
Traces the decline of
Christianity in America since
the 1950s, posing controversial
arguments about the role of
heresy in the nation's downfall
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while calling for a revival of
traditional Christian practices.
It's Your Time - Joel Osteen
2010-10-05
Shares a message of hope and
inspiration for using one's faith
as a cornerstone to build a
happy, secure, and fulfilled life.
God Hears Her - 2017-08-30
You need to know that God
hears you. The story of Hannah
in 1 Samuel tells of one
woman’s personal heartache
and trust in the One who could
fulfill her desires. She poured
her heart out to God, and He
heard her. The Our Daily Bread
devotionals selected for this
collection reassure you that
God is with you, God is for you,
and God hears you. The
personal stories, Scripture
passages, and inspirational
quotes lift you up and remind
you that God is bigger than the
trials you face.
Wake Up to Hope - Joel Osteen
2016-04-19
Start each day with a smile
using the faith-filled Scripture,
prayers, and readings in this
uplifting devotional from
Lakewood Church's Joel and
Victoria Osteen. How you start

the day often determines what
kind of day you're going to
have. When you wake up in the
morning, it's easy to lie in bed
thinking negative thoughts.
You don't realize it, but that's
setting the tone for a lousy day.
In this devotional, Joel and
Victoria Osteen offer an
inspiring tool to help you set
your mind for a positive, happy,
faith-filled day. You will read
Scripture, reflect on a daily
reading, pray a special prayer,
and meditate on a thought for
the day -- all with a goal to
starting the day off grateful,
thinking about God's goodness,
expecting His favor, and
setting the tone for a blessed,
productive day. Just a few
minutes each morning can
make a big difference. When
you wake up to hope, you'll not
only have a better attitude but
you'll see more of God's
blessings and favor.
Any Minute - Joyce Meyer
2009-06-30
Sarah Harper is driven to
achieve success no matter
what the cost. She wants to do
good and not hurt the people
she loves -- especially children
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and her husband, Joe -- but her
desire to succeed in her career
too often leaves little time for
family. One cold, autumn
afternoon, all of that changes
when Sarah's car plunges off a
bridge and into a river. She is
presumed dead by those on the
"outside," but Sarah's spirit is
still very much alive. What she
discovers on the other side
transforms everything about
Sarah's view of life -- past,
present, and future. When
Sarah is revived, she is a
changed woman. And the
unsuspecting world around her
will never be the same again.
Our Best Life Together - Joel
Osteen 2018-03-06
Whether you've been married a
few months or decades,
couples need regular, quiet
moments together to renew
their love and commitment to
each other and to God. In OUR
BEST LIFE TOGETHER, Joel
and Victoria Osteen want to
encourage you in your
marriage and remind you that
God brought you together to
help each other succeed and to
become all He created you to
be. There's no better way to

experience the fulfilling
marriage God intends for you
than to set aside a devotional
time together each day and set
your minds in the right
direction for a positive, happy,
faith-filled marriage. When you
live together in unity, you
honor God and open the door
for His blessings to flow into
every area of your life. If you
will do your part, God will do
His part, and you can live in
love!
People I Met at the Gates of
Heaven - Don Piper 2019-11-05
This is the book you've been
waiting for! Picking up where
bestselling 90 Minutes in
Heaven left off, Don Piper
reveals for the first time the
sacred, intimate details of the
people who met him at the
gates of heaven and the
profound impact they had on
his faith on earth. In this
incredible follow-up to his
eight-million-copy bestseller,
90 Minutes in Heaven, Don
Piper shares untold stories
about his encounters with
people who greeted him at the
gates of heaven, and offers
powerful insights about the
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way for us to live our lives on
earth. Don Piper's
unforgettable account of a
horrific car accident that took
his life, and what happened
next has riveted more than
eight million readers.
Something happened as he
shared his story in the years
since. Not only did Piper
realize he had more to tell, he
had yet to share the most
sacred and intimate details of
his time in heaven about the
people who met him at the
gates. "I have never left a
speaking engagement without
people wanting to know more,"
he said in THE PEOPLE I MET
IN HEAVEN, Piper takes
readers deeper into his
experience, which includes
never-before-told encounters
with the people who met him
when he arrived in heaventhose who helped him on his
journey that led to the entrance
to God's heavenly home. Even
more, Piper recounts the
majesty of heaven and the
glorious reunion that awaits us
there. He offers practical
insights, inspiration, and a
challenging call that while

we're on earth we need to obey
Jesus' command to "go and
make disciples of all nations."
Live Second - Doug Bender
2012-12-10
365 Ways to Put Jesus First
Athletes and actors, models
and musicians, pastors and
politicians ... many have
stepped forward, looked in the
camera, and proclaimed, “I am
second.” But most in the I Am
Second movement are not
celebrities. They are ordinary
people—and they’ve come to
the simple realization that
when God comes first in their
lives, everything makes sense.
But living second is not easy. It
takes grit and humility,
submission to God’s will, a
willingness to listen and serve,
an openness to God’s healing
and call. Live Second is a daily
guide to help you. With 365
readings, prayers, actions
steps, and an invitation to join
other Christ-followers online,
what you hold in your hands is
a tool built with truth,
scripture, and a sure path to
put Jesus first every day. The
Christian life is not meant to be
easy, just worth it. Live Second
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is exactly what you need as you
become the new, inspired, Godhonoring creation he made you
to be.
Daily Readings from All
Things Are Working for
Your Good - Joel Osteen
2018-11-13
Learn how God can bring joy to
the dark times in your life with
this daily devotional from #1
New York Times bestselling
author and Lakewood Church
pastor Joel Osteen. All of us
will go through dark times that
we don't understand: a
difficulty with a friend, an
unfair situation at work, a
financial setback, an
unexpected illness, a divorce,
or the loss of a loved one.
Those types of experiences are
part of the human journey, but
in his book All Things Are
Working for Your Good, Joel
Osteen teaches that if we stay
in faith and keep a good
attitude when we go through
challenges, we will not only
grow, but we will see how all
things work together for our
good. Now, Joel Osteen offers
this companion devotional, that
will provide motivation with

daily readings and inspirational
prayers that will encourage you
through the darkness, as you
seek the light in God's will. If
we will go through the dark
place in the valley trusting,
believing, and knowing that
God is still in control, we will
come to the table that is
already prepared for us, where
our cup runs over.
Jesus Daily - Aaron Tabor
2014-10-07
Based on the major themes
found on the most active
Facebook page in history, Jesus
Daily is a 365-day interactive
devotional that goes beyond
even the fan page to create a
deeper experience and cultural
movement that celebrates your
redemption in Christ. Jesus
Daily presents a devotional
thought but also challenges
you to respond to each daily
reflection using a variety of
social media tools. Jesus Daily
is a worldwide revolution in
how you can connect, share,
and worship the Father
personally and with other
believers.
Your Best Life Begins Each
Morning - Joel Osteen
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2008-12-10
Approach each day with joy,
build positive expectations, and
begin living your best life with
this year of devotions designed
to strengthen your faith and
resolve. Bestselling author Joel
Osteen writes, "When you get
up in the morning, the first
things you should do is set your
mind in the right direction . . .
and then go out anticipating
good things." Now, for the first
time, Pastor Osteen presents a
tool to accomplish that goal.
Based on his book, Your Best
Life Now, he offers
prescriptions for positive living
in 365 daily messages. Each
message is accompanied by a
relevant scripture.
Ever Faithful - Dr. David
Jeremiah 2018-05-01
With Dr. David Jeremiah,
experience how a clearer
understanding of God’s nature
and love for you can impact
your faith. Ever Faithful,a 365day devotional, invites you into
an intimate, daily relationship
with the God who knows you,
loves you, and has a plan for
your life. Countless believers
look at their faith as a choice

they made once, but Dr. David
Jeremiah, founder of Turning
Point Ministries, understands
that your faith is not static—it
is a living, breathing
relationship with God! Ever
Faithful brings you to the daily
choice of turning toward the
Lord to respond to His
invitation of intimacy and love.
Each day includes a Scripture,
a short devotional from Dr.
David Jeremiah, and an
insightful question to help you
reflect on God’s love and care
throughout the day. The
deluxe, padded Leathersoft
hardcover format with a ribbon
marker makes a beautiful
package and a wonderful gift.
Today is the perfect time to
start growing closer to the
Lord. Why wait? Spend the
next year with the Lord, who is
Ever Faithful.
God's Law of Attraction: The
Believer's Guide to Success
and Fulfillment - Susan Lee
2013-09-03
In her first book, Susan Lee
bridges the Law of Attraction
with God's plan. Secular
teachings of the law of
attraction focus only on efforts
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from within and universe
manifestation as the paths to
financial freedom and a
fulfilled life. God's Law of
Attraction demonstrates that
Christians too can have life
purpose, goals,
accomplishment; and yes,
financial abundance—without
guilt or materialism taking
over. In God's Law of
Attraction, Susan uses
numerous Bible story themes
to demonstrate God's genuine
interest in providing a rich and
fulfilling life for his children.
Then, she applies how God's
Law of Attraction works in our
lives daily—whether we
recognize its divine origins or
not. Susan's interpretations of
the stories result in a series of
God-given steps that you can
use every day to live your walk
with God and enjoy life and its
many gifts. Specifically, you
will discover how to: Live in
true abundance without guilt
because God wants you to
succeed! Find joy in your
relationships again by
releasing negative vibrations
that have hurt in the past Use
the Natural Law God Himself

put in place to help us set goals
and achieve them Trust in God
on a new and exciting level
Apply five steps: ask, believe,
act, allow and receive to
achieve God’s best! “Finally a
book that recognizes the law of
attraction as God's and
provides real world guidance,
as well as tools, to assist
Christians in asking for and
recognizing God's blessings.”
— Carol Bills “Made me look at
the law of attraction
differently. I especially
appreciated the tips and
strategies for how to carry out
the 5 steps (Ask, Believe, Act,
Allow, Receive) effectively.” —
Anonymous
Destined to Reign
Devotional - Joseph Prince
2009-05
Joseph Prince shares 365
dynamic devotions revealing
that you can reign over every
adversity, lack, and destructive
habit limiting you from
experiencing the success,
wholeness, and victory you are
destined to enjoy.
Daily Readings from Break
Out! - Joel Osteen 2014-10-07
The inspiration found in author
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Joel Osteen's #1 New York
Times bestselling book Break
Out! touched lives around the
world. Now DAILY READINGS
FROM BREAK OUT! contains
meaningful quotes along with
insightful and thoughtprovoking prayers written by
the author. It is designed to
guide, encourage, and uplift
you every day of the year. We
were not created to just get by
with average, unrewarding or
unfulfilling lives. God created
us to leave our marks on our
generations. Every person has
seeds of greatness planted
within by the Creator. This
devotional will help readers
break out and break free so
they can believe bigger,
increase their productivity,
improve their relationships,
and accomplish their dreams.
Filled with faith and
motivation, DAILY READINGS
FROM BREAK OUT! challenges
readers to have a new
perspective, to let nothing hold
them back, and to reject any
labels that might limit them.
Daily Readings from Your
Best Life Now - Joel Osteen
2005-10-01

Turn adversity into opportunity
and grow your faith in God
with 90 days of devotionals and
daily readings from Lakewood
Church pastor Joel Osteen. In
his #1 New York Times
bestseller Your Best Life Now,
Joel Osteen reassures readers
that living life to the fullest
potential is within their reach.
Now, in this devotional, Joel
prepares readers to embrace
the life God intends for them to
enjoy. Joel's 90 days of
motivational thoughts,
inspirational messages, and
helpful Scripture verses will
strengthen readers' faith in
God, in others, and in
themselves. By applying these
truths, they will be able to rise
above obstacles and live in
health, abundance, and victory.
The Power of I Am - Joel Osteen
2016-08-02
#1 New York Times bestselling
author Joel Osteen helps
readers transform their selfimage by saying two simple
words--I AM. Can two words
give you the power to change
your life? Yes, they can! In his
new book, Joel Osteen shares a
profound principle based on
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one simple truth: Whatever
follows the words "I am" will
always come looking for you.
His insights and
encouragement are illustrated
with amazing stories of people
who turned their lives around
by focusing on the positive
power of this principle. With
THE POWER OF I AM as a
guide, readers will stop
criticizing themselves and
instead discover their inner
strengths, natural talents, and
unique abilities that will make
them prosper with selfassurance. Readers can choose
to rise to a new level and invite
God's goodness by focusing on
I AM.
Your Daily Journey with God David Jeremiah 2016-10
No matter how much time you
spend in Scripture, there is
always something new to learn,
be it a fresh take on a favorite
verse or a new piece of wisdom
you've simply never noticed
before. That's the beauty of
God's Word. In Your Daily
Journey with God, New York
Times bestselling author Dr.
David Jeremiah distills the
wisdom of the Bible into 365

beautifully crafted devotional
readings that will help ground
and guide you every day of the
coming year. Featuring
specially selected Bible verses
and quotations from such
respected Christian thinkers
and writers as C. S. Lewis,
Charles H. Spurgeon, A. W.
Tozer, J. I. Packer, D. L.
Moody, and countless others,
this stunning, pocket-sized
devotional is sure to enhance
and enrich your daily walk with
God.
Caring Enough to Confront David Augsberger 2009-02-16
Conflict simply is. Believing
that we can somehow avoid it
can only damage our
relationships, but when we
learn to integrate our needs
and wants with those of others,
it can be a catalyst in our
relationships for deeper loving
care. Dr. David Augsburger’s
Caring Enough to Confront is a
classic in Christian
peacemaking. It teaches the
reader how to build trust, cope
with blame and prejudice, and
be honest about anger and
frustration. Dr. Augsburger
challenges readers to keep in
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mind that the important issue
is not what the conflict is
about, but instead how the
conflict is handled. He offers a
biblically based model for
dealing with conflict to teach
Christians how to confront with
compassion and resolve issues
in a healthy and healing way.
Whether in family, church or
work relationships, Caring
Enough to Confront gives
readers the tools to make the
most of every conflict.
Daily Readings from The Power
of I Am - Joel Osteen
2016-10-11
An interactive devotional guide
to help readers discover THE
POWER OF I AM: Transform
your destiny by changing what
you say about yourself. The
direction you'll follow in life
begins with these two simple
words: I AM. This portable
devotional will help you
transform your self-image and
help you invite the right things
into your life with daily
readings and insights from
THE POWER OF I AM. If you
have a powerful I AM, you will
carry yourself with a quiet
confidence. It's time to stop

criticizing yourself, and instead
discover your inner strengths,
your natural talents, and
unique abilities that will make
you prosper with selfassurance and success, every
single day.
Turning Points with God David Jeremiah 2014-09-19
Not sure which way to turn?
Life is an adventure—full of
twists and turns, uncertainty
and anxiety. In times when
you’re unsure of what to do or
which way to turn, there is no
more accurate or reliable
compass than God’s Word. In
Turning Points with God, New
York Times bestselling author
Dr. David Jeremiah distills the
wisdom of the Bible into 365
beautifully crafted devotional
readings that will help ground
and guide you every day of the
coming year. Featuring
specially selected Bible verses
and quotations from such
respected Christian thinkers
and writers as C. S. Lewis,
Charles H. Spurgeon, A. W.
Tozer, J. I. Packer, D. L.
Moody, and countless others,
this stunning devotional is sure
to enhance and enrich your
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daily walk with God.
Everyday Blessings - Max
Lucado 2006-08-06
If a single contemporary author
can be said to capture the
heart, soul, and imagination of
our generation, it is
unquestionably Max Lucado.
With Everyday Blessings, he
offers 365 reflections on
individual scriptures in a
conversational style that
people everywhere have come
to love.
You Are Stronger than You
Think - Joel Osteen 2021-10-12
With this inspiring guide, New
York Times bestselling author
Joel Osteen encourages readers
to discover a strength that
pushes them forward, a power
to do what they couldn’t do
before. You were designed with
the ability and inner strength
to stretch to the next level, to
stand strong and overcome the
opposition, to learn new skills,
to believe bigger, dream
bigger, and to take on new
challenges. In You Are
Stronger than You Think, #1
New York Times bestselling
author Joel Osteen encourages
you to stand firm when the

difficulty is not turning around.
When the pressure mounts,
when you feel overwhelmed,
when the struggle looks too
big, or the goal is out of reach,
you have to remember that is
not your destiny. You are more
powerful than you think. You
need to see yourself the right
way and realize what’s already
inside you. You were made to
outlast the competition, to go
further than you thought you
could, and live a life beyond
what limits you. As you read
You Are Stronger than You
Think, you will find the power
to break the cycle of defeat, the
courage to set a new standard
for your family, the hope to
conquer your fear, and the
confidence to accomplish every
dream. You will discover that
you have more strength, more
talent, more determination,
and more endurance than you
ever imagined. Nothing can
hold you back…because You
Are Stronger than You Think!
Break Out! Journal - Joel
Osteen 2014-04-01
We were not created to just get
by with average, unrewarding
or unfulfilling lives. God
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created us to leave our marks
on our generations. Every
person has seeds of greatness
planted within by the Creator.
In his #1 New York Times
bestselling book, Break Out!,
Pastor Joel Osteen reveals 5
keys for living that focus on
moving beyond barriers. Now,
Joel Osteen offers a practical
tools and guided help for
readers to break out and break
free so they can believe bigger,
increase their productivity,
improve relationships, and
accomplish their dreams. In
using this journal, you will find
yourself challenged daily by
insightful reflection questions,
motivated by a specific call to
action, and inspired by a
relevant Scripture verse-all of
this with space in which to
record thoughts and
revelations.
Little Daily Wisdom - Joel
Fotinos 2009-11-01
365 inspiring Bible verses,
designed to bring a life of faith
and hope, to live a life
confident in God's love. Not
only do these daily verses give
us strength in the moment,
they are designed to be "bite-

sized," so that they can be
memorized easily. Once we
memorize Bible verses, they
are like "spiritual vitamins" –
nourishment for our lives when
we need them the most.
FEATURES: -365 verses to
inspire and live by -How to Use
This Book – showing you how
to use it effectively -Monthly
themes -Topic Glossary at the
end of the book, to look up key
verses by subject (hope for
healing, suffering, forgiveness,
etc.) -Prayer of the Day – at the
end of each Bible verse a oneline tie-in prayer, so that the
verse becomes even more
powerfully integrated into our
lives -Miracle Log – blank
pages so that you can record
results of reading and using
this book.
God's Promises - Joel Osteen
2021
One God, One Plan, One Life Max Lucado 2014-01-12
One of AmericaÆs favorite
pastors, Max Lucado offers his
first 365 devotional for teens,
encouraging them to trust God
and His perfect plan for their
lives. Life is hard, and todayÆs
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teens could use daily guidance
and reassurance that God is
with them, through it all and
despite it all. In One God, One
Plan, One Life, bestselling
author Max Lucado offers
teens an accessible way to
connect with their Lord. Daily
devotions address such topics
as faith and obedience but also
offer wisdom on topics that
teens battle, such as purity,
bullying, alcohol and drug use,
and self-image. Each day
includes a short devotion and
accompanying scripture as well
as a take-away application that
will inspire and challenge teens
to trust in God and His plans
for them. One God, One Plan,
One Life helps teens to cut
through lifeÆs distractions and
rely on the one thing that is
truly importantùa relationship
with God. Meets national
education standards.
Daily Readings from The Power
of I Am - Joel Osteen
2016-10-11
Transform your self-image,
discover God's daily blessings,
and fulfill your destiny with two
simple words in this interactive
devotional guide from

Lakewood Church pastor Joel
Osteen. The direction you'll
follow in life begins with these
two simple words: I AM. This
portable devotional will help
you transform your self-image
and help you invite the right
things into your life with daily
readings and insights from The
Power of I Am. If you have a
powerful I AM, you will carry
yourself with a quiet
confidence. It's time to stop
criticizing yourself, and instead
discover your inner strengths,
your natural talents, and
unique abilities that will make
you prosper with selfassurance and success, every
single day.
Worship Changes
Everything - Darlene Zschech
2015-10-27
Renowned Songwriter and
Author Helps Readers See
Worship as a Way of Life It can
be easy to have a heart filled
with worship on a Sunday
morning as the church band is
playing your favorite song. But
then comes Monday morning's
commute or Tuesday
afternoon's pile of laundry. So
what does worship look like in
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real life--at work, in your
family, or with your friends?
Darlene Zschech has spent her
life thinking and teaching
about worship. With wisdom
and contagious joy, she shares
her thoughts on what worship
truly is and how it should
invade every facet of your
being. Let yourself be
transformed by the purpose
and freedom that come from
living a life of worship.
Peaceful on Purpose - Joel
Osteen 2021-05-18
Live from a place of abundant
peace in the midst of life’s
everyday worries and stress
with #1 New York Times
bestselling author Joel Osteen.
In Peaceful on Purpose, Joel
shares the secret to living at
peace while under pressure.
You will discover how to guard
your mind and heart to keep
the challenges and chaos on
the outside from getting to
your inside. If you’re tired of
living in tension and
frustration, weighed down by
the troubles of life, then it’s
time for a change. In Peaceful
on Purpose, you will discover
that you were not designed to

carry that heavy load or to just
live worried, uptight, and on
edge. You were made to enjoy
your life, but too often we allow
our situations and other people
to determine whether or not
we’re going to be happy. You’ll
learn how to control your
attitude when you can’t control
your circumstances. You have
the power to remain calm in
times of adversity. When you
live from this position of peace,
you will have more passion,
more contentment, and more
joy in your life starting today!
Trusting God Day by Day Joyce Meyer 2012-11-13
In her dynamic new devotional,
TRUSTING GOD DAY BY DAY,
international speaker and New
York Times bestselling author
Joyce Meyer provides you with
powerful "starting points" for
every day of the year. Each
day's devotion is filled with
practical advice and help from
Joyce along with life-changing
promises from God's Word that
you can quickly and easily
apply in your own life. The
world wants you to place your
trust in your circumstances,
your success, your talents and
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the opinions of others. But
God's called you to rise above
the world, and put your full
trust in Him - to believe and
apply what He's promised in
His Word more than anything
else. Living this way won't just
happen - you have to be
intentional. But where do you

begin? We all need help to
make good choices, battle
worry, overcome anxiety and
keep a positive attitude. Using
this devotional, readers will
learn to grab hold of life this
way, day by day, with trust in
God.
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